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A user-friendly reference presents tips for helping teens to become organized at school, at home, and while
out, in a lighthearted and illustrated guide that shares step-by-step recommendations for decluttering,
overcoming disorganized practices, and managing a schedule.
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Mid-teen browse it and applied it - shock! My kids have Executive Processing Delays - that is helping . More,
even though he's already more arranged than his as well cluttery mom, and as well over-scheduled father -
we've noticed parts of the book he's applied - in the same kind of method parents see their children mature
when they implement, realizing doing it right and doing it smart pays off in more methods than can be
counted. Everything's presented fun, upbeat, logical and not talking 'down' to this group. The flexibleness is
open-finished for varying family, activity, and lifestyle considerations: stay-at-home, on-the-go, high people
traffic in the home, more vehicle utilization, more to carry or set aside, keeping a concentrate before it's
overwhelming. Lots of great age-appropriate abilities that (husb and I agreed) are often absent in the
'soft skill' or 'people skill' sets among workers or other lifestyle involvements (store, library, church, beach,
sports). simple organizing information for teens An excellent fun book for any overwhelmed college
students, (junior or high school) who can't appear to get anything done. Those that never have plenty of
time or can't ever locate relevant items in timely fashion, maybe they are chronically late submitting
projects or homework, probably they can't keep close friends because they forget dates or occasions. A
comforting publication, in the sense that the student will understand they aren't alone in the globe with
their problems. Many behaviours are text publication and all have solutions. There exists a method to make
additional time to meet up friends, finish projects, get more rest, "find stuff" conveniently, create space

and so forth.This is a simple 95 page, hard back,spiral book is approx 8 x 9 inches and 1/2 inch thick,
Rounded corners.section 4 (Orange),(9page groups). I guess I will need to look into more business classes
or webinars. A No-Nonsense Approach to Teen Organization I bought this publication for our college-bound
child who has serious ADHD.The first section (GREEN) is "Getting Started" just 6 pages very long. Large
print easy to scan quickly. It includes a quiz to identify four character types A to D, and "organizing
Quotient". It covers a whole lot, not everything, but enough for now. Deal breakers, Coping with deadlines,
mind dumping, planners etc.A sort personality is the Perfectionist, the "all or nothing at all type" who
procrastinates.B type: I've so much to do I am "going to bed - freaker outer"C Type: "My entire life is so
complete it ovefloweth and drowneth me personally". Overloader. She actually is forever losing important
stuff and acquiring heaps of needless stuff. He experienced like there was nothing ground breaking and just
could not relate with the book. (Save a lot of money on therapy)2 paragraphs describe the nature of the
character, how to use it and how to prevent the standard pitfalls. In other words hard wearing, easy to
tote and toss about. Making space, mapping, Doubt boxes, make use of or reduce,prioritizing etc. BEST
ORGANIZING BOOK EVER This book totally helped me organize everything and be more motivated. 4
verify lists and calendar.The information in this book will help students control things, I found some good
tips in it for myself, a perfectionist in her 50's! I feel kind of at a loss here myself, and will keep beating
the horse, just don't need others to anticipate some "new" advice. Bought this publication for my daughter,
who is about to maintain the 8th quality.. Will end up being using to to build her binder for college to be
structured and ready.. He is a reader and must read 30 minutes a night at bedtime, which means this book
didn't take away from his personal period, therefore, I worth his feedback and contemplate it honest. It's
fun, filled with interesting quizzes, questions and helpful suggestions. It's organized well with images, that
makes it simpler to comprehend and implement. We are working through it slowly in tandem with in fact
getting more structured and using it's suggestions. This allows the person to identify their organizing
profile independently. There are several areas, also that aren't relevant to us and I would like more
flexibility, but general, we are taking pleasure in a light-hearted approach to organization. Amusing and
colorful cartoon drawings capture the concepts well.D Type:" Highly ambitious yet somehow unproductive

dreamer"Section 2 (Crimson) (15 pages)explains "College stuff" everything from Backpack organization,
making a home base, filing systems, memory sticks for computer systems and general logistics. We had
hoped this lighthearted manual on arranging could help her to pare down her belongings as she completes
her senior season of high school and prepares to talk about a space for the very first time in her lifestyle



at college. I liked the publication, it was upbeat, very clear and concise. I especially liked the suggestions
for arranging a small space for maximum performance and the emphasis that clearing clutter is definitely a
FREEING workout and an excellent anxiety reducer. Now, only if our girl would choose to put these
suggestions (the same suggestions she has heard from dear ole Mom and Dad for 17 years) into practice!
Since it is, I think she's already LOST this publication in her clutter. Sigh. Five Stars this is a well crafted
book - even got me inspired with the style and tone of the writing. I purchased this book predicated on
others reviews. She actually is outstanding, but messy and disorganized. I believe it was fun on her behalf
to learn and helped her to understand she is not alone in this challenge. I know she uses the guidance
about dumping her backpack nightly and throwing stuff out. I believe it has helped. Our mid-teen says it's
"a pretty okay book with mostly all good stuff in it".. And yes it was in better condition then I expected,
basically brand new, and it arrived prior to the estimated arrival period which made me very happy ! My
children have Executive Processing Delays - this is helping them keep their rooms and backpacks in relatively
neat order. I feel like if you are a organized parent, this book will most likely not teach them whatever you
have not currently tried to teach them, and that the book may keep them feeling even more frustrated
than anything. Four Stars A++++++++++ condition better then expected ! the book was really helpful and by
brother liked how it had been layed out !. Meh.. Highly recommend.. Helped my daughter I bought this right

before my daughter started 7th grade. I purchased this publication for my increasing 9th grader to help
him build organizational skills (no matter how much I try. Only if it was updated for 2015 or 2016 Four
Stars Made a great young lady for my teenage cousin who's all about organization.), but it was an epic fail.
Funny and Accessible My child and I will work our way through this book.Section 3 (Turquoise Blue) (10
pages) is about "Time and actions" How to break things into manageable chunks. He discovered the intro
check to be "stupid", despite the fact that personality types are a real point. His issues aren't that he does
not have the materials open to him, we perform provide him the tools, it is more of creating the skills to
use them, and he just does not. Well created and appeals to the kids that are applying it. It is split into
four color coded sections, web pages are glossy (easy to wipe off) Chapters possess stiff cards section
dividers, tabbed and labeled for quick access. She is presently dealing with her speech therapist on Executive
Working skills, therefore she takes this reserve to therapy weekly, and they find something to focus on
from it.. Great resource!Back again of the book offers three card pages..
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